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 Cloud computing assures to deliver reliable services through advanced data 
centers built on virtualized compute and storage technologies. Users 

demanding more cloud services will be able to access applications and data 
from a Cloud anywhere in the world in a pay-as-you-go model. In this paper, 
we focus on cloud-based performance testing for the applications. We use 
Load Storm testing tool to configure and test plans to measure the 
performance of web applications in online social networks. The experimental 
observations designed to assess the performance fluctuations of social 
networks on maximum consumer demand days have given specific data 
pointers which could be utilized for further studies of web service 
enhancements. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing continues to bringin new business models and computing paradigms, which 

enable on demand provisioning of computational and storage resources for multiple users at host level, 

network level and at application level. The consumers of the cloud are the end users and they can use 

infrastructure, software and platform as a service provided by the cloud by agreeing to the Service Level 

Agreement (SLA) specified by the cloud provider. The end users must verify the Quality-of-Service (QoS) 

provided in SLA before using the services in the cloud to achieve successful performance and dependability 

management of services. They can avail the services in a secure manner with low cost and demand driven 

basis. The major requirements of the end users for using the cloud services are lesser cost, privacy, 

availability, ease-of-use and assured security. The various cloud providers offers three types of clouds 

namely public, private and hybrid clouds [1]. The organizations/Enterprises or the individuals use public 
cloud based upon their computing requirements. The enterprise or an organization owns a private cloud for 

their internal use. They use private cloud to provide enough resources on demand basis to the employees in 

the organization. They can offer high level of security. A hybrid cloud is a combination of public and private 

cloud. The requirements/issues pertaining to the cloud providers are managing resources, utilization of 

resources, energy efficiency, cost efficiency and the capability to meet the end user needs. The Cloud 

Developer is an entity that lies between the end user and the cloud provider. The cloud developer must 

adhere to all technical details of the cloud, which are essential to meet the requirements of the end users and 

the cloud provider. From the QoS perspective, Cloud consists of a large pool of easily usable and accessible 

resources such as development platforms, hardware and services. This pool of resources can be dynamically 

reconfigured to optimum resource utilization. Moreover, these virtualized resources are typically exploited by 

a pay-per-use model in which guarantees are offered by the Infrastructure provider by means of customized 
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SLA’s [2]. Armbrust, M. et al has systematically framed cloud computing stating that the cloud computing 

consists of application software delivered in the form of services over the internet, and the hardware and 

systems software in the data centers that facilitate these services [3]. The real-time scalable resources such as 

applications, hardware, and third party services which can be accessible to users via, internet. In addition, the 

users pay only for the resources and services which they use by means of customized Service Level 

Agreement (SLA) having no knowledge of how a service provider uses an underlying technology 

infrastructure to support them. Depending upon the end-users service requests, the service load in Cloud 

Computing is dynamically changed [4]. Therefore appropriate allocation of load in the distributed 

environment is an effective solution for achieving the maximum usage of resources. Authors [5] propose a 

net priority scheduling for the optimal shecduling of the tasks for virtual machine load 
balancing.Virtualization converts the data center into an elastic cloud infrastructure wherein it can run the 

applications on demand therby provides performance and reliability. As the consumers are more dependent 

on availing the services in the cloud, scheduling of the tasks should be carried out in an efficient manner 

wherein all the virtual machines should be fully occupied. 

 

1.1.   Problem Statement 

Web services have progressed far and wide into the society touching the life of every ordinary 

person. Most of the services offer interruption free service with varying response time based on peak 

demands arising out of important events happening across the world. To have a visibility of the performance 

degradation or service incapacitation, now people investigate models of assessment in tackling scenario 

based performance factors.  
We tackled this problem through an analytical observation of three leading units of web services on 

critically dense and high demand events. In this paper, we discuss about the performance of web applications 

in online social networks and the rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes testing web 

applications and Section 3 discusses about cloud based security testing and Section 4 discusses the 

performance testing. Section 5 shows the simulation results based on the social networks and Section 6 

concludes the paper. 

 

 

2. TESTING WEB APPLICATION 

Web application is a program that keeps running in a browser environments and engaging different 

clients who can access the resources smoothly. A web application relieves the developer from the obligation 

of building a client for a particular sort of computer or a particular operating system as the customer keeps 
running in an internet browser. In this manner web application can keep running on any machine, running 

any operating with a browser supporting the specific application [6]. Testing is the process of executing a 

program with the objective of finding errors. The functionality and performance are the two basic elements 

for building a successful product. Functionality refers to what the application lets its users accomplish, 

including the transactions it enables and the information it renders accessible. Performance refers to the 

system‘s capability to complete the transactions and to furnish the information quickly and accurately in spite 

of high multi-user interaction or constrained hardware resources [7]. Performance testing tools are utilized to 

decide the time required to carry out a task with the system. The performance tests can be checked for speed, 

consistency and the capacity to handle the load for a particular website. There are distinctive kinds of 

performance tests like load test, stress test, and volume test. The tool’s compatibility with the software under 

test, its installation and setup, flexibility in testing are some of the issues that have been identified related to 
tools [8]. These approaches can enable a successful quantitative and qualitative analysis of the performance. 

This performance testing is to verify whether system can meet its non-functional requirements 

which are identified in Software Requirement Specification (SRS) document or not. In current scenario there 

are a lot of websites on the internet it becomes essential to test the web applications for performance before 

launching [9]. The test tools allow the testers to create, manage and execute the test for a particular 

environment, which is maintained for precise test for a particular application [10]. Testing tools are used to 

perform testing in an easy manner and helps to simulate the test environment for a system which is under 

testing. They can automate the testing process and can make it much easier. Manual testing is very costlier 

wherein it requires too much effort and also it is time consuming. With the help of tools automated testing 

can be performed by reducing the cost, time and effort. The functional testing tools, black-box testing tools 

and white- box testing tools, bug tracking tools, performance testing tools are the various types of testing 

tools. Performance testing tools are used for different types of performance testing like load test, stress test, 
volume test and strength test. Testing tool enables the testers to create, manage and execute test in a 

particular environment, maintained for specific test for a particular application [11]. The performance-testing 

tool is to generate load for a web application. Load is represented by number of users accessing the tested 
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application simultaneously. Because the testing tool only simulates these users, they are called virtual users. 

Each virtual user represents one individual user functioning with the application [12]. As the enterprise 

grows, it becomes more competitive and advanced for businesses to create high-quality software. While 

creating such software units it becomes mandatory to maintain the reliability and keepup the deadlines 

involved in the project should also met. Manual testing consumes larger amount of time and the efficiency 

involved in such processes are usually found to be low. Testing tools form a part of the automated testing and 

it supports software engineers to perform various testing tasks by using various testing tools [13]. The 

performance testing engrosses monitoring and recording the performance levels during regular, low and high 
stress loads. Internet users usually interact with the websites, in which many of them are dynamic in nature. 

These sites generate content to suit user requests instead of only serving static web pages. Due to this 

functionality and interactivity provided by these dynamic websites they are more appropriately well thought-

out as Web Applications [14]. 

 

 

3. CLOUD BASED SECURITY TESTING 

Due to the growth of internet and the cloud computing technology, the web applications are also 

increasing. The developers create the web application and upload it on to the cloud wherein they need to 

concern about the load and the performance of the web application. There are various load testing tools 

available to measure the performance of web applications. Load storm is a cloud based load testing tool in 

which we can load test plans and scenarios to measure the performance of web applications. By using this 
tool we can generate graphs based on the criteria like throughput, response time, requests per second and the 

concurrent users [15-16]. The authors [16] discussed about the performance testing of the web applications 

like stress testing, load testing, capacity testing and the tools, which are used such as NeoLoad, Apache 

JMeter, Load Runner etc. 

The security issues are increasing day by day as the business is growing quickly. Therefore, we need 

to think about cloud security testing which assures the business data that can be uploaded safely. And for the 

confidental data we need to do use encryption schemes for the safety of the data before uploading to the 

cloud. Authors [17] proposed a client side encryption strategy called Data Storage Lock Algorithm (DSLA) 

to safeguard the data from vulnerabilities. For identifying access methods to a system by using various tools 

and techniques used by the hackers can guarantee security of cloud solutions. Authors [18] presented the 

objectives of performance testing, the types and the tools for testing the performance of web applications. In 
view of the fact that, progressively more applications we can deploy on to the cloud, to measure the 

performance and to secure the application we need to use load testing tools and cloud security testing. On-

premises tools are needed for traditional application testing wherein cloud based testing gives much faster 

and scalable testing. In cloud based security testing, the applications are tested by using a tool which is 

hosted on to the cloud. The user has to upload the application or has to provide the Uniform Resource 

Locator (URL) into the online portal. The user can configure and initiate the test thereby provides the test 

results. 

The strategies need to be well thought-out as adopting a cloud based application security testing is 

as follows [19]: 

a. Scale: The solution requires scaling quickly by the growing business needs without causing the 

performance and the configuration issues. 
b. Speed: The scanner must be fast by short turnaround times and have the capacity to run parallel scans. 

c. Availability: The online solution should be highly available for the users and it calls for strong 

application management through a centralized console with characteristics for effortless collaboration. 

d. Quality: The scanner should perform accurate scans and be able to make triaging of false positives and 

false negatives, simple and fast. It empowers the developers to resolve the known issues. 

e. Cost: Agile methodologies not only require rapid scanning, but also require multiple iterations of 

security testing. These iterations should not gain unjustified incremental costs. 

 

 

4. CLOUD BASED PERFORMANCE TESTING 

We can perform Cloud Testing by using the cloud infrastructure so we do not need to install any 

resources. It reduces cost and time by simulating users across the world. We can test the performance of web 
application at both usual and peak traffic situations from millions of users accessing the application all over 

the world. The geographically dispersed load provides the most accurate representation of real-world traffic. 

The cost effectiveness is one of the predominant factor that governs the cloud computing. Cloud 

helps you to create separate test regions for the applications as and whilst you want. Cloud based testing 

offers a cost effective way of testing the web applications. 
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The advantages of the cloud based performance testing are as follows: 

a. Testing Scalability 
Cloud based performance testing is not restricted by a number of users, testing can be performed more 

sensible by hits from expected number of users. 

b. Geographical Testing 
Cloud based performance can be tested from any region where the application can be accessible. 

c. Reduces Overall Cost 
Installation and maintenance setup for hardware’s reduces overall cost, if we go for cloud testing as a 

platform. 

With all these advantages, there may be challenges correlated with cloud performance testing. Due 

to the fluctuating performance caused by the provider’s network condition, the test result may not be always 

accurate. Sometimes there might be a probability of a service outage from the provider; thereby we may not 

always get same resources [20].  

Miao et. al. proposed finite state machines as a model for testing web applications [21]. In [22] 
authors proposed state charts for testing the web applications. The Load Testing Automation Framework is 

used to perform realistic load testing of web applications. They propose a simple load and a realistic usage 

model for implementing load testing [23]. Authors provided a detailed survey on model based testing based 

on web applications [24]. Performance of the web applications can be monitored by testing and analyzing the 

web application. Performance testing tools like YSlow and the Firebug is used for analysing the performance 

of the web application with a minimal cost [25].  

In this paper, we introduced network based assessment of web services mainly using the cloud 

systems for social network needs of the society. The assessment focused on the performance of the cloud web 

services on high demand days like Christmas Eve, Christmas and New Year day and characterized the 

various aspects of consumer requirement response capabilities. It shows a clear cleavage of performance 

variation in different web service capability which can lead to much better redesign of such services in future. 

 
 

5. SIMULATION 

We have considered online social network like facebook, twitter and linkedIn as an experimental 

setup. We have used LoadStorm as a testing tool to evaluate the performance of web application. We have 

scheduled the test for 20 minutes duration with 5 start users and 10 peak users with a linear pattern. We 

considered all available regions for the traffic sources. We have observed the performance of the web 

applications for the most popular social networks on Christmas eve day, Christmas day and on new year day 

of 2018-19. The test statistics related to the test involving facebook, twitter and linkedin are shown  

in Tables 1-3.  

 

 
Table 1. Test Statistics of Facebook 

Test Statistics (Facebook) 

Parameters Christmas Eve Christmas New Year 

Total Requests 590 592 590 

Peak RPS 0.70 0.70 0.70 

Average RPS 0.49 0.49 0.49 

Peak Response Time 140 (ms) 308 (ms) 133 (ms) 

Average Response Time 45 (ms) 43 (ms) 43 (ms) 

Data Transferred 1,844 (MB) 1,812 (KB) 1,707 (KB) 

Peak Throughput 2.19 (kB/s) 2.19 (kB/s) 2 (kB/s) 

Average Throughput 1.54 (kB/s) 1.51 (kB/s) 1.42 (kB/s) 

Total Errors 0 0 0 

 

 

Table 2. Test Statistics of Twitter 
Test Statistics (Twitter) 

Parameters Christmas Eve Christmas New Year 

Total Requests 586 586 586 

Peak RPS 0.70 0.70 0.67 

Average RPS 0.49 0.49 0.49 

Peak Response Time 343 (ms) 344 (ms) 227 (ms) 

Average Response Time 156 (ms) 145 (ms) 140 (ms) 

Data Transferred 2,906 (MB) 2,906 (KB) 2,906 (KB) 

Peak Throughput 3.47 (kB/s) 3.47 (kB/s) 3.31 (kB/s) 

Average Throughput 2.42 (kB/s) 2.42 (kB/s) 2.42 (kB/s) 

Total Errors 0 0 0 
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Table 3. Test Statistics of Linkedin 
Test Statistics (Linkedin) 

Parameters Christmas Eve Christmas New Year 

Total Requests 2148 1417 1838 

Peak RPS 2.45 1.78 2.33 

Average RPS 1.79 1.18 1.53 

Peak Response Time 843 (ms) 1,680 (ms) 3,206(ms) 

Average Response Time 175 (ms) 283 (ms) 245(ms) 

Data Transferred 20.31 (MB) 17.86 (MB) 19.05 (MB) 

Peak Throughput 22.81 (kB/s) 22.1 (kB/s) 24.54(kB/s) 

Average Throughput 16.92 (kB/s) 14.88 (kB/s) 15.87 (kB/s) 

Total Errors 0 0 0 

 

 

The overall performance is the prime factor in evaluating the web application because it closely 

reflects the end consumer experience. Performance checking in cloud is not the same as that of conventional 

packages. Figures 1-3 shows the peak response time of facebook, twitter and linkedin. And Figure 4 shows 

the average response time comparison of facebook, twitter and linkedin. The test was carried out for the 
social networks like facebook, twitter and linkedin for Christmas eve, Christmas and on the New year day 

simultaneously. 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 1. Peak response time of facebook 

 

Figure 2. Peak response time of twitter 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Peak response time of linkedin 

 

 

The primary aim of the overall performance testing is to measure the diverse parameters such as 

system throughput, latency with converting quantity of parallel users having access to your software, with 

specific load profiles and numerous different performance metrics. In cloud environment, this becomes more 

typical with numerous virtual machines getting into play. Moving performance and load based software 

testing to the cloud, brings in the advantages of application testing through reducing capital and operational 

charges. Cloud-based performance testing allows us to get the most by means of utilising a value-effective 

method of testing packages at scale. It also permits the user to simulate load tests constituting tens of millions 

of concurrent users coming from multiple geographical places. 
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The customer satisfaction is based on, the system access response by the user. In this aspect it is 

observed that, Facebook has organized servers communication systems and software architecture such that 

peak load service capability is currently met fully.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Average response time comparison of facebook, twitter and linkedin 

 
 

6. CONCLUSION 

Enterprises can test the performance of web applications by cloud-based testing services. It can save 

substantial cost and developmental effort in realizing the in-house testing tool. We discussed about the 

advantages of cloud security testing and cloud performance testing. We evaluated the performance of online 

social networks like facebook, twitter and linkedin in certain peak performance period using cloud based 

testing tool. This study reveals a comparative evaluation of technology based on user experience with respect 

to a group of most popular social sites. It adds value to the effort of caliberating social network performance 

evaluation and design enhancements. 
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